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Hello

 
Welcome to the fourth issue of NICE Magazine, a  

Nicework initiative that spreads the word about other talented 
creatives and their work. 

Each issue, we select a theme to direct the curation and design 
of our content. for this issue we have chosen “colour”. Expect an 

aesthetic mix of design, illustration, advertising, art and publishing 
that celebrates colour in all its forms. 

So what do we have on offer this issue? We profile illustrator 
grady Mcferrin who gave us some really useful insights on being a 
successful illustrator. Infographic wizards: Tien-Min liao and peter 

Ørntoft made us look at data visualisation in an entirely different 
way, we are sure their work will knock your socks off.  

Zim & Zou let us showcase their colourful paper installation back 
to basics, which is the coolest thing we have seen in a long time. 
The bold paintings of guim Tió Zarraluki throws a critical eye on 

the concepts of beauty and glamour, while the body art of Amanda 
Wachob, blurs the boundary between fine art and body art.  

for those design-orientated individuals, the work of creative duo 
Craig & karl and the diverse portfolio of Christopher bettig is sure 
to hit the spot. get your industrial design and furniture fix from our 

features on hekseskudd and the uM project. our feature on the new 
IkEA baking book “homemade is best” is sure to get you baking up 
a storm in no time. We also have some great features on illustrator 

blake Suarez and artists Ana Montiel and Marco ugolini.

for our regular “Ten Things” feature we asked each of our  
four contributors to select a colour and create a collection of 

meaningful things around it. They came up with some phenomenal 
colour collections. Also expect some colourful examples of great 

advertising and packaging design. 

A big thank you to everyone involved. We look forward to bringing 
you more exciting themes and exceptional work in the next issue.
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Ana Montiel is a Spanish visual artist, 
illustrator and designer currently based 
in london. She is a creative chameleon 
who works with a variety of media 
and methods to give life to her unique 
artistic work. her portfolio ranges from 
screen-printing to ceramics, surface 
design, video art and collage.

Ana was born in logroño, la rioja, in 
1981. despite her young age, she has 
managed to achieve many accolades  
that most creatives can only dream 
of. Ana has worked with major brands 
like Nina ricci, Jo Malone and l’oréal 
professionnel and has exhibited her art 
throughout Europe and North America. 
She has also been recognised in 
several contests including periodic’03: 
Concurso público de proyectos 
artísticos held at the Centro de Cultura 
Contemporánea de barcelona (CCCb). 

 

Ana Montiel
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Ana is inspired by a 
number of diverse 
influences, from David 
Lynch’s holistic creative 
approach to African textile 
design, Astrology, Yoga, 
Ayurveda and antique 
wildlife illustration. 

In 2008 she created pattern Tales, a  
wallpaper brand whose first product was 
selected as a ”key product to watch” in the 
New York Times’ home & garden supplement. 
her latest project Visual Mantras is an on-
going exploration of repetitive drawing as 
meditation. This series of absorbing and richly 
coloured geometric patterns reflects the 
cyclical and rhythmic flow of life. 

To see more of Ana’s work visit her  
website, blog or shop. 

All images copyright Ana Montiel
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Amanda Wachob treats human skin like a delicate canvas. This New  
York City-based conceptual artist has quickly made a name for herself  
by using the tattoo medium to push the boundaries between fine art  
and body art with masterful effect.  

Her abstract tattoo designs appear as strokes of watercolour paint 
delicately brushed onto the skin. Similarly, her conceptual tattoos  
use distilled water in place of indelible ink so that the piece is 
impermanent but leaves a trace as the body heals.

Amanda 
Wachob
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But Amanda is not only a master of the tattoo medium; her creative 
exploits also extend into the genre of fine art. Her latest project is a 
selection of tattooed pomegranates:

“When first learning to tattoo, fruit is 
the chosen experimental surface before 
human skin.  Designs are placed and inked 
onto grapefruits, oranges, melons etc. in 
order to practice developing a steady hand.  

In this series of tattooed pomegranates, 
I investigate the shapes of the thirteen 
Archimedean solids which are found 
in geometry and are known for their 
high level of symmetry.”   

She currently works at Daredevil Tattoo in New York. 
Be sure to take a look at her fine art portfolio and her 
tattoo portfolio. Both websites are a feast for the eyes.

All images copyright Amanda Wachob
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http://www.daredeviltattoo.com/
http://www.amandawachob.com/
http://www.amandawachobtattoo.com/


Blake Suarez
“Aside from designing and drawing, I enjoy reading a great book, biking 
through forests, biking around town, and drinking a hot mug of coffee.”
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blake Suarez is from Miami, florida: the land of palm trees.  
he graduated from the university of florida in 2010 with a bfA in 
graphic design. Since then, blake has found a new home in Austin, 
Texas, where he works as a freelance designer and illustrator.

blake has a great flair for drawing animals, particularly bears. 
Each of his animals are distinctly unique, with personalities that 
speak beyond the page or screen. Not that he can’t handle human 
subjects, his poster design for The office of letters and light 30 
posters, 30 days project depicts a cursed gunslinger from the 
movie Silver  with great effect.

one of blake’s latest projects is a collaborative creative project 
called Momentus (a pretty grand title). Created and curated by 
graphic designer Even Stremke, Momentus documents 30  
defining moments in united States history, illustrated by 30  
artists, designers and illustrators. The project aims to inform 
others of America’s proud, sometimes troubled and forgotten  
past. blake’s illustration is inspired by the 862-day journey of 
Meriwether lewis and William Clark, who were commissioned  
by president Thomas Jefferson to explore American plant and 
animal life, geography and topography, to see how it could be 
exploited for economic purposes. 

We can’t wait to see what he comes up with next. keep your eye  
on this fellow. he is bound to do many great things in the future.  
In the meantime, take a look at his website. 

All images copyright Blake Suarez
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http://blog.lettersandlight.org/
http://www.momentusproject.com/
http://hello.evanstremke.com/
http://blakesuarez.com/




Christopher Bettig Christopher Bettig manages to juggle the roles of artist, illustrator, designer and art director with such ease.   
Since graduating with an honours degree in painting from the Maryland Institute College of Art, this French/American 
creative has had solo exhibitions in Bristol, Edinburgh, Los Angeles, New York and San Francisco. Several international 
publications have also featured his work including: Juxtapoz Magazine, The New York Times and Oyster Magazine.
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during his early twenties, Christopher spent 
7 years working as an art director for urban 
outfitters. during his time there, he was 
responsible for developing retail interiors, 
permanent installations, displays and fixtures in 
all their North American stores. he also went on to 
develop a series of designer pillows for the store.

In 2004, Christopher founded an illustration/design studio called The Mountain label. he went on to 
collaborate and work with a diverse number of clients including: Nike, Threadless, poketo, Carhartt 
(Europe and Japan), fila, Circa keds and puma, to name but a few. 
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http://www.urbanoutfitters.com/
http://www.urbanoutfitters.com/
http://www.themountainlabel.com/


Christopher’s inventive approach to retail design 
continued with a striking permanent installation 
for hello by Candystore, a clothing boutique in 
California. The installation was made from common 
inexpensive materials such as wood fencing posts, 
moulding and rope, to elevate common objects 
by using them in an unconventional way. he also 
developed a series of retail window installations 
for puma that represented a wide spectrum of 
the sports that they sponsor. These displays were 
primarily focused on running, athletics superstar 
usain bolt and sport supporters. 

Christopher has also created some awesome t-shirt 
designs for clothing companies like 2k by gingham 
and blood is the New black. 

he is currently working as a senior designer at 
google, while continuing to run his studio from  
San francisco, California. 
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http://www.candystorecollective.com/
http://www.puma.com/
http://2kbygingham.com/
http://bloodisthenewblack.com/artists/christopher-bettig/


All images copyright Christopher Bettig
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Craig & Karl
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Apart from producing exceptional work, Craig & Karl have also managed to  
create a successful business partnership while working in different continents  
and time zones. Craig Redman lives and works in New York, while Karl Maier does 
the same from Sydney. It’s a truly inspiring creative collaboration of two insanely 
talented individuals.

Craig is the creator of the blog Darcel Disappoints. He also collaborates with iconic 
Parisian store Colette on a regular basis. In 2010, he opened a solo exhibition at 
Colette titled ‘And a miserable day to you too’. Karl is the co-creator of digital 
counterculture chronicle The Pop Manifesto. 

Despite living on opposite sides of the world Craig & Karl have managed to carve out 
their own unique voice and style, which runs through their projects. Their aim is to 
  

“create bold work that is filled with simple 
messages executed in a thoughtful and 
often humorous way”. We think they have done a fine job.

This dynamic duo specialises in illustration, typography and installation, as well 
as character, editorial and pattern design. They have exhibited across the world, 
most notably at the Musée de la Publicité, Louvre. Their impressive client list is a 
clear indication of the caliber of their work and includes LVMH, Nike, Apple, Vogue, 
Microsoft, Converse, MTV and The New York Times. 

Be sure to peruse their entire portfolio by visiting their website.
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All images copyright Craig & Karl
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Grady McFerrin is an illustrator, designer and hand-letterer based in Brooklyn, New York.  
He completed a BFA in illustration at Cal State University Long Beach, before packing up  
and moving to San Francisco to become a full-time designer and illustrator. He moved to  
New York in 2003, where he still lives with his wife and two kids.

Grady’s artwork has been used in a number of magazines, book covers, posters, packaging and 
advertising campaigns. He has also been featured in AIGA, Communication Arts, The Society of 
Illustrators, Print Magazine and American Illustrators.

We took some time to find out about this great man and what makes him tick.

AQ

with  
Grady McFerrin

with  
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How did you get interested in design and illustration?

I went to a community college before going to university.  
I took three classes from an illustrator, who really got me 
excited about illustration and design. I remember going to 
the library there and just loving the Annuals (Communication 
Arts, Society of Illustrators, etc.), just absorbing everything I 
could about illustration (this was in 1992: pre-internet!). 
 
How did you become an illustrator? 
 
School did not prepare me very well. I learned a few basics 
about techniques, materials, and sketches, but I had no idea 
how to “gET” work. I needed to promote myself (obviously) 
but I really did not know how to do this. The business side I 
picked up years after I got out of school and started asking 

friends what to do. like most illustrators, I began taking jobs 
and working on projects at home in my bedroom at night 
while working various odd jobs like delivering chips and 
salsa, substitute teaching and working in art stores.  
I got married, moved to New York and started to make a 
“real” living as an illustrator.... no day job, no safety net. 

What is your average day like?

I share a studio with four other illustrators here in 
greenpoint, brooklyn. We all live and work in brooklyn.  
We hang out. We eat lunch together. We whine about art 
directors and talk about our work. That’s it. It beats working 
from my bedroom, but the downside is sometimes you don’t 
get tons of work done because the socialising is more fun. 

What was one of the most inspiring moments for  
you creatively?

one of the most exciting moments in my life (from a creative 
standpoint) was when I bought an old letterpress with my 
brother years ago. We figured out how to operate it and 
made some beautiful work. That was an amazing learning 
experience, but the best part was that I started using 
photoshop right at the same time, laying out my artwork 
in three layers (to make letterpress plates and print in 3 
colors). photoshop and letterpress printing have always 
been linked in my mind and if you look at my work, I think 
you see that. I have sort of adopted a “printers technique” 
for using the computer as a tool. I draw everything by hand, 
create textures with a brayer, scan old papers, sometimes 
paint swatches with a brush and ink...then I put it all 

together in photoshop. I don’t think I’ll ever get too far 
away from this aesthetic of making the work feel old.  
I guess I just love art from the past too much. I haven’t 
ever felt the need to make my work feel modern or slick. 
 
What advice would you give to designers and 
illustrators who are just starting in the business?

I always tell students to be creative, do it yourself, and do 
it differently than everyone else. love it or try something 
else and most important...be patient.
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Take a closer look at his splendid work here.

All images copyright Grady McFerrin
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http://www.gmillustration.com/


MArCo 
UGoLINI
Marco Ugolini is an Italian visual artist and graphic designer based in Amsterdam. His work blurs 
creative boundaries to challenge simplistic distinctions of contemporary art and graphic design. 

All images copyright Marco Ugolini
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After having completed a BA in design at ISIA (Florence, Italy) 
and Bauhaus University (Weimar, Germany), in 2008, he 
graduated from the Sandberg Institute, master course of the 
Rietveld Academy, in Amsterdam. In 2010, Marco was granted 
a scholarship for a three-month residency at JACA, Center for 
Contemporary Art in Belo Horizonte, Brazil. 

Per Color is the project he completed during his stay there.  
The project is a series of photographs displaying supermarket 
products divided according to colour:

“I see the supermarket space as a space of 
manipulation. The attempt, in this action, is to 
subvert this structure of power. The pictures have 
been taken in collaboration with photographer 
pedro Motta, in a supermarket in the same 
neighbourhood of the art center. None of the 
products have been bought after the shooting.”

Marco’s artworks are both media and site-specific with a strong 
conceptual and narrative charge. He likes to deal with the public 
space in its broadest sense. By working “in context”, his artworks 
encourage philosophical and political reflection.

For a more information about Marco, be sure to visit his website.
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http://www.jacaarte.org/
http://www.pedromotta.net/v1/pt
http://www.jesuismonreve.org/


hekseskudd is a company that creates handmade 
wood accessories for Apple products including 
keyboards, trackpads and docks for iphones and 
ipods. The company is the brainchild of Jon Erik 
Johansen, an artist and sculptor, who is also an 
avid fan of technology, robots, and computers. 

With a background in aviation and mechanics,  
Jon initially used his skills to create furniture  
and sculptures from aircraft parts. five years  
ago, after purchasing a robotic milling machine, 
his focus switched from a purely manual  
approach to a process defined by software  
(3d modeling and machining). 

Hekseskudd
The first wooden hekseskudd keyboard tray 
was created in September 2010. Since then their 
product range has expanded and improved to suit  
Apple’s ever-evolving selection of products.  
Each part of the hekseskudd manufacturing 
process, from perceived need to final product, is 
marked by a distinct attention to quality and detail: 

The building process starts with quality materials. 
We go to the wood distributor and hand pick the 
stock from which we make our products. We use the 
best grade of Black Walnut, in premium widths, as 
well as other sustainably harvested species, most 
of which are local to North America. We utilise only 
non-toxic glues and finishes, which are food safe…
We attempt to follow a ‘Cradle to Cradle’ mandate in 
all our operations, which is beyond ecological, and 
pertains to health and welfare aspects of a product’s 
interaction with our environment.
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All images copyright Hekseskudd

You can find all the wonderful hekseskudd 
products on their website. 
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There is nothing like the sweet smell of something baking in  
the oven. It’s comforting, familiar, and sprinkled with all that  
love and tenderness that only a homemade dish can produce.  
So what did the clever Swedes at IKEA do? They commissioned 
a book that brought to life all the comforting goodness of baked 
goods, coupled with the clean minimalism that only the Swedes or 
Japanese could produce.

Hem-Bakat Är Bäst, translated as “Homemade is best”, is an 
unconventional baking book produced for IKEA that compiles  
30 classic Swedish baking recipes, ranging from biscuits to  
large cakes. But this baking book is unlike any other baking  
book that anyone has seen before. Instead of highlighting the  
end result (in typical close-up gastro-porn fashion) the book  
puts the ingredients and process at centre stage:

“We let ourselves be inspired  
by high fashion and Japanese 
minimalism. The idea of the  
book became to tone down 
the actual cake and put the 
ingredients in focus. The recipes 
are presented as graphic still-life 
portraits on a warm and colourful 
stage. And when you turn the page 
you see the fantastic result”
Each element of a recipe, from the flour to the eggs, is  
beautifully styled and arranged, making every image in  
the book a visual and culinary feast. 

IKEA  
Homemade is Best

Throughout this amazing 140-page baking book, the 
connection between IKEA’s kitchen appliances and baking is 
achieved with sophistication and spectacular visual effect.  
If you are a book lover, designer, artist, aesthete, food lover or 
cook, you will definitely love this book.  
 
Hem-Bakat Är Bäst has become so successful that the concept 
has been developed into an exercise-related iPhone app, where 
you earn or work off the calories for each cake. 
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Guim Tió  Zarraluki

Guim Tió is a young artist from Barcelona, Spain. 
He studied at the University of Art in Barcelona, 
where he majored in painting. His influences 
include: Jean-Michel Basquiat, František Kupka 
and Francis Bacon, as well as more contemporary 
influences like Conrad Roset, Irene Bou, Andrew 
Hem, Jennifer Davis and Edward Kinsella.
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Guim Tió is known for his disturbing, yet beautiful, 
portraits that make bold use of colour and composition. 
By painting directly onto images of models in fashion 
magazines, he questions the concept of beauty promoted 
by the fashion industry with humour, irony and a cheeky 
sense of provocation. The almost monstrous way in which he 
transforms these fashionable and glamorous images stands 
as a metaphor for manipulating the body through plastic 
surgery or even genetic manipulation. They reveal the dark 
side hiding behind “perfect” images of beauty and glamour. 

Guim Tió’s work can be seen as a cynical reflection 
on the condition of contemporary society. He shines a 
critical spotlight on the problematic images that are 
so often repeated and disseminated through television, 
advertising and print media, to challenge conventional 
notions of beauty and humanity.
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Find out more about Guim Tió’s interesting and exciting work on his website. 

All images copyright Guim Tió Zarraluki
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Translating data into a well designed and easy-to-
understand visual representation is a tricky thing. 
Successful information graphics have to effectively 
balance great design with meaty analytical data.  
When we came across the work of designer Peter 
Ørntoft we were amazed by his ability to do both with 
seemingly effortless precision. He also managed to 
interpret data in a way that we had never seen before.

PEtEr Ørntoft
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Peter Ørntoft is a designer in the field of visual 
communication. He has a BA from the University  
of the Arts in London and an MA from the  
Danish Design School. 

Information Graphics in Context is one of his strongest 
projects, which translates data about the interests of  
the Danish people. Peter used the specific opinion  
polls by a major consultancy company in Denmark,  
that outlined each interest, to shape and design his 
diagrams. Each information graphic uses photography  
and clear visual iconography to relay information simply 
and easily. By doing so readers can understand more  
layers of information.

“The projecT is of an 
invesTigaTive and 
concepTual characTer.  
i wanTed To explore daTa 
visualisaTion because 
iT seemed like a subjecT 
wiThin visual communicaTion 
ThaT sTill had a loT of 
differenT direcTions ThaT 
needed To be explored. 
aparT from ThaT i have a 
biT of fascinaTion wiTh 
arranging and sTrucTuring 
numbers, TexT, forms, 
colours, eTc. and look for 
paTTerns in The sTrucTures.”
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In the section that deals with refugees and 
immigrants, the focus of the interest deals with 
whether or not Danes think it is ethical to wear 
religious symbols in public professions. Peter used 
traditional religious symbols like a rosary, yarmulke 
and hijab to explain the data visually. For example, 
in the information graphic that deals with wearing 
Islamic headscarves (hijab), Peter used a striking 
photograph of the profile of a Muslim woman 
whose scarf is multi-coloured. The positioning  
and shape of the scarf suggests the shape of a  
pie chart with each coloured section representing  
a different percentage of the data, a clever solution 
to relaying statistics in a more interesting manner.

The project was compiled and designed into a  
box set containing 10 leaflets including information 
about the interest and the focus of the interest.  
This allows the reader to get an overview of the  
list of the social related interests, as well as 
providing more detailed information about  
each of the 10 interests.

Find out more about this talented fellow  
on his website.

All images copyright Peter Ørntoft
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It always makes us happy when 
we see other creatives doing what 
they love. When they manage to 
translate that passion into a  
project that is truly amazing it 
makes us even happier. 

Back to Basics is a project created 
by French graphic design studio 
Zim & Zou that is fueled by passion 
and brilliantly executed. It is also a 
perfect feature for our colour issue.

Zim & Zou is comprised of Lucie 
Thomas and Thibault Zimmermann. 
After studying graphic design, they 
founded their own design studio 
in Nancy, France. Known for their 
contemporary approach to design, 
this creative twosome likes to 
mix different media from paper 
sculpture and installation,  
to graphic and web design.

Zim
& 
Zou
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Back to Basics is an ongoing personal 
project that was developed over the 
course of a year, which transforms 
nostalgic industrial objects like a  
floppy disk, Nintendo Game Boy,  
and analogue cameras into brightly 
coloured paper sculptures:

“We decided to use 
a paper process to 
transform an industrial 
object into a handmade 
craft. The fact that the 
objects are not working 
places the user into the 
position of a spectator, a 
way to see the object out 
of its function.”
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The project is a colourful and striking rumination 
on the rapid evolution of technology. It captures 
how the cutting edge technology we use today can 
quickly become a relic or an object of nostalgia:

“Each day objects 
are becoming more 
powerful, smaller, faster... 
Objects that marked the 
technological evolution  
a few years ago sometimes 
managed to regain interest, 
but some other times,  
were forgotten.”
Be sure to catch more of their exciting work on  
their website and Behance.

All images copyright Zim & Zou
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Tien-Min Liao was born and raised in Taipei, Taiwan.  
After graduating with a BA in advertising from the National 
Chengchi University in Taiwan, she received a scholarship to 
further her studies at the Pratt Institute in the United States.

Tien-
Min 
Liao

Her Ilha Formosa project was born out of the Tien-Min’s 
desire to promote Taiwan through striking visual graphics:

“When I came to the United States, 
I noticed that many people don’t 
know my hometown Taiwan.  
Some people couldn’t even tell  
the difference between Taiwan 
and Thailand, just because they 
sound alike. As a designer, I 
thought I should do something to 
promote this beautiful island.“

The name “Ilha Formosa”, which translates as “beautiful 
island”, was given to Taiwan by Portuguese explorers when 
they sailed past the island in the 16th century.

Tien-Min wanted to do something very different from other 
books about Taiwan. She didn’t want it to be a tourist guide 
or a boring government-published book; instead her aim was 
to deliver information about Taiwan in an interesting and 
casual manner. We think she did a mighty fine job. 

The Ilha Formosa promotional set includes a book, 
bookmark and poster, designed to introduce Taiwan to 
readers who are unfamiliar with the island.  The book is  
a wonderful collection of delicate paper infographics  
that translate facts and statistics about Taiwan into 
miniature paper masterpieces.
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Be sure to follow Tien-Min on Behance.

All images copyright Tien-Min LiaoISSUE 4 84
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print  
and  

packaging
This feature is for all of you with an eye for aesthetics and an interest in advertising.  
for this issue, we have curated a fine collection of print advertising and packaging 
design that uses colour in a uniquely creative way. We’ve got an eclectic bunch of 

things for you to look at, from ice cream and vodka to post-It’s and car parts.  

We hope you enjoy the show.
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fedrigoni is a speciality paper company in london that 
wanted to network with the local design community by 
hosting events, talks, exhibitions and game nights.

Taking inspiration from the company’s Italian heritage, 
a summer event was conceived around the concept of a 
traditional Italian gelato evening where guests could  
cool off with a scoop of gelato served from a vintage  
gelato cart while collecting paper samples and  
perusing the showroom. 

designer John Stephenson created the promotional  
material and showroom decorations for the event, which 
were made entirely from the fedrigoni Woodstock paper 
range, inspired by the pale pastel colours of ice cream.  
A great concept with a sophisticated execution - ten points 
for you Mr Stephenson.

Fedrigoni’s 
Gelateria

packaging
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packaging

Good Ol’ Sailor Vodka

good ol’ Sailor Vodka is Sweden’s first organic vodka 
packaged in a plastic bottle. The pET packaging is 
designed for minimal environmental impact, high levels 
of clarity and is easy to manufacture in high volumes. 

In the design process, the goal was to exploit the versatile 
characteristics of pET to integrate the design with the 
bottle. designer Mattias brodén created a detailed 
illustration of nautical imagery that wraps the bottle  
as if it was the tattooed skin of a burly sailor.
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packaging

Chris Yoon, Jess gerjets and peter 
Smith created this vibrant concept 
packaging for renowned tea brand 
Twinings. The creative treatment  
was informed by making the brand  
more appealing to a younger 
demographic, including young  
adults and working professionals. 

bold neon colours and dry English 
humour were used to liven up the 
packaging and inject the brand with  
a more youthful tone. A character was 
created for each tea in the existing 
Twinings line and rendered in a 
graphic line drawing on the side of 
each cylindrical container. The concept 
was to “get into the head of each of the 
characters”, so when you lift the lid 
of the container each tea bag reveals 
another clever quip. We’d definitely 
crack out the biscuits and fancy  
teacups for this one.

Twinings Tea
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Fruita 
Blanch

fruita blanch is a long-standing fruit producer and manufacturer  
that creates artisanal jam, preserved products and organic juices. 
Their products are organic, chemical-free and low in sugar.  
Each product is carefully produced and packaged.

In order to show the quality and artisanal nature of fruita blanch  
products Spanish design studio Atipus created a diverse range of  
labels to fit multiple jar sizes. The label’s colour and typography 
are kept simple to fully showcase the colour and quality of the 
produce inside them. The corporate identity and branding is also 
spot on. Take a look.

packaging
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Most people feel out of their depth when they take their car in for 
a service. So Peugeot came up with a transparent pricing scheme 
where customers can agree upfront on what needs doing and how 
much it will cost. Australian advertising agency Arnold Furnace 
came up with a humorous take on this experience to promote 
Peugeot’s services using simple design and clever copy:

“peugeot’s menu price service.  
don’t pay for what you don’t need.”

print
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print

DreFT  
Keep the color
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Anna Halarewicz’s beautiful hand-drawn 
illustrations with bright splashes and drips of 
watercolour are an eye-catching way to show 
how cleaning products often cause clothing 
dye to fade or run. In response to these 
visuals, the Dreft cleaning range claims to 
help “keep the color” of your clothing.
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This brilliant campaign for iconic stationary product 
Post-It is a great example of the effective use of colour 
in advertising. The scene and characters in each advert 
are styled almost entirely in Post-It’s trademark yellow 
to show how using their product ensures you remember 
important events like birthdays, doctor’s appointments 
and important meetings. 

Post-It
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What happens when an eco-conscious architect and 
a furniture designer put their heads together?  

The answer is simple: beautifully designed furniture 
with a keen eye for natural materials. 

goet
 BRANDING 

AND WEBSITE

N
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e:

goet furniture and design is the brainchild of Georg 
van Gass and Zander van Niekerk. Georg is the principal 
architect of GASS Architecture Design Studio and Zander 
is the owner of furniture manufacturer One Good Turn. 

Georg and Zander’s collaboration is a natural extension 
of their friendship and creative expertise, Georg brings 
his knowledge of design and Zander provides the 
capabilities for specialised furniture manufacturing. 

Nicework was enlisted to create goet’s branding and 
website to reflect their sophisticated design approach 
and to showcase their furniture and products.
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The goet range features striking 
combinations of natural materials with more 
unusual industrial materials. Nicework aimed 
to showcase goet by focusing on their unique 
design and expert craftsmanship.

Nicework created a circular logo for the 
brand so that it could be easily engraved or 
lasered into their products. Circular details 
were carried through the branding and 
website to reflect the pattern and textures 
of woodgrain, as wood is the primary 
material used in goet’s furniture. This organic 
influence is reinforced by the rounded, 
handcrafted lettering used on the website. 

The website uses simple navigation and 
large image galleries to ensure that the 
goet range remains the central focus of  
the website. The range was photographed 
in situ, in the goet workshop, surrounded 
by all the materials that went into its 
making. This style of photography 
highlights how the unique character and 
imperfections of the wood contributes to 
creating a bespoke final product.
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Be sure to check out their website for more furniture design goodness.
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UM  
Project
UM stands for Users and 
Makers. The title refers to 
how furniture belongs to a 
privileged class of artifacts 
because it is invested with 
the passion of its makers 
and fully brought to life by 
what users make of them. 
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uM project is a small but nimble company - part 
consultancy, part atelier, part factory. You could define 
them as “artisans for the digital age” because their 
furniture design and manufacturing process combines 
historical knowledge, skills and techniques with the 
latest 21st Century technology:

“We look at traditional techniques 
and archetypes and reinterpret them 
for the modern eye and mind. We 
are also always guided by practical 
concerns and aim at making the best of 
today’s production methods limits and 
possibilities while not compromising 
the way it has been for ages. In practice, 
our sensibility and choices are most 
obvious in the choice of materials and 
the ways they connect.”

Without having any specific technical or historical 
knowledge about furniture, users immediately make 
connections and recognize details by associating 
them to vernacular furniture. They understand that 
uM project’s furniture has been tweaked in a way that 
is new and playful. New functions and contexts are 
imagined. The user owns the furniture in a different 
and personal way because of these small  
yet meaningful moments.

by combining the way things are designed and made, 
uM project’s furniture conveys a certain industrial 
aesthetic. by adding subtle and muted colors to honest 
design, unusual combinations are created to express in 
a richer design vocabulary. 

uM project showcased their work recently at New York 
design Week. be sure to take a look at their website for 
more beautiful furniture design.

Photography: Francis Dzikowski/ Esto 
All images copyright UM Project
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L.U.M. Lamp 
The l.u.M lamp is inspired by 
multiple influences from Art déco 
master pierre Chareau, to 1960s 
International and french styles, and 
1970s pop. The lamp combines rich 
materials like copper, brass and 
wood with subtle colours to create a 
sophisticated end result.

feature elements of the lamp include 
its wooden stem that is connected 
to the powder-coated T bar and the 
unusual manner in which the shade 
is attached to its colored metal shade. 
five small Edison bulbs are left 
totally exposed to reinforce the lamp’s 
friendly mechanical feel.

Milking Stool & Candy Table 
The Milking Stool is a friendly nod 
to a universal design that everybody 
relates to. The stool is made of solid 
wood with birch legs and a poplar 
top. It features ultra-simple graphic 
lines, a colorful duotone finish, matte 
lacquer and a playful surprise when 
you turn it around. Since its launch a 
few years ago, uM project’s Milking 
Stool has become an instant classic 

and has been manufactured in many 
colours including black, white, grey, 
yellow, teal, pink and safran, as well  
as custom colours. 

A small, playful and colorful side table 
in the same design vernacular is an 
ideal complement to uM project’s 
popular Milking Stool.

NGL Table 
The new Ngl table is the last 
generation of uM project tables, 
combining a Corian® top with wood 
and/or aluminum legs and apron.  
It can be used as an everyday worktable, 
a kitchen or dining table, or a desk.  
The intent behind Ngl was to transcend 
the characteristics of uM project’s 
existing tables by adding more 
colourful details and simplifying the 
manufacturing process. Ngl relies 
on the contrast between thin lines 
and powerful graphic connections 
expressed in the four ash legs that are 
connected to the Corian® by a colourful 
aluminum angle. 
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Each issue we select some interesting people to list and photograph 
ten things that they like, enjoy, appreciate or get inspired by.

For our fourth issue we have chosen four creative 
people to create and photograph a collection of 
things inspired by a certain colour. 

Animator and graphic designer Gordon Bakkes 
bagged the most coveted colour first…yup you 
guessed it…black. Creative superstar Leigh Toselli 
managed to balance the darkness with her beautiful 
collection of white things. Injozi producer Leigh-Anne 
Drakes went for a stylish brown collection and lawyer 
Theunis Stoffberg rounded off the feature with a 
carefully curated blue collection.  
 
We invite you to dive right into these creative 
assortments of interesting things. A big thank you  
to these talented folk for making this a truly splendid 
Ten Things feature.

Ten  
Things:

Colour 
Edition
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Leigh-Anne 
Drakes
Leigh-Anne Drakes is a very stylish lady with impeccable 
taste. She is also the producer for Injozi, a talented creative 
studio that specialises in photography, design and audio. 
Here is her beautiful brown collection:

Brown
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1. My Favorite Pair of Shoes  

Who knew shoes could make you so damn happy?  
If you have never experienced this, it’s purely because  
you just haven’t found the right pair of shoes. 

2. Bean There Coffee 

Yawn…. *kick*… zoooooooom! World doMINATIoN.  
All the while being fair trade conscious.

3. Laptop Bag  

I bought this laptop bag on my travels in India. I love that 
it keeps my laptop mobile and stylish. I love my laptop 
because it is the window to the awesomeness that is the 
internet, which provides me with endless adventures of 
another kind…

4. Reaper Man by Terry Pratchett 

Terry pratchett is my favourite author. I’ve opened the 
book to one of my favourite lines:  

‘“Nancy” said bill, turning the word around in  
his mouth as though he was trying to see it from  
all sides.”  

The introduction of pratchett’s death character into 
my life was the start of a long literary relationship with 
much laughing out loud. 

5. Handy Stash of Plasters  

I don’t know anybody who accidently cuts themselves 
more than I do. people have been known to hide sharp 
objects from me. plaster = friend. 

6. Bowl 

A very old, very awesome, bowl I bought in bolivia,  
South America. This was my first real ‘great adventure’ 
travel experience. I fell in love with travel of this kind  
there. Travel is now and forever will be an eternal 
unscratchable itch.

7. Bottle of Vitamin C Tablets
 
Vitamin C is the cure for everything. EVErYThINg. 

8. 80% Cocoa Chocolate 

If Vitamin C cannot cure it, dark chocolate can.

9. Handmade Wooden Box from Mozambique  

This is the first gift my sweet husband ever bought  
me. I have a thing for boxes. I also have a thing for  
my husband. 

10. Canon G11 Camera 

The vehicle where I attempt to capture my great 
adventures. It is also the friendliest, prettiest camera  
I have ever owned. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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Leigh Toselli
Leigh Toselli has worked on every facet of image making  
from fashion design, make-up, model training, trend  
consulting, fashion show production, photography, fashion 
marketing, editing, writing, cosmetic development, script  
writing, workshop presentation and styling, as well as  
being a TV presenter on “What Not to Wear”. 

Her fashion experience has taught her that nothing ever  
truly goes out of style but often lurks in the wings waiting to  
reappear, usually when you least expect it. She works as a 
freelance fashion and beauty editor, trend consultant,  
image-maker, art director and stylist.

White: The Absence of Colour
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1. Vintage Photographs 
I can spend hours pouring over old family portraits and 
photographs looking at family resemblances. I love the 
demeanour and formality portraiture had in the past – 
always an occasion! This is one of my most favourite, a 
portrait of my beloved grandmother.   

2. Religious Icons 
raised a Catholic, I love religious iconography in all shapes 
and sizes, and these two ivory Madonna’s are my favourites: 
the one so frail, the other so focused and pious.

3. Buttons & Thread 
I love stitching and thread painting fabric so thread is an 
obvious choice. Thread is my paint, or ink, as I slowly learn 
to thread paint. haberdashery is such an old-fashioned 
concept – another object almost extinct is my collection of 
mother-of-pearl buttons.

4. Antique Lace and Vintage Table Linen  
These were sourced while ambling around france on 
Sundays looking for vintage embroidered table linen and 
old lace to add to my collection. With lace it’s the fact that 
somebody has sat patiently, hour after hour, creating these 
delicate creations that amazes me – I yearn to have huge 
expanses of time to create beautiful things.

5. Chapeaux Motsch Hatbox from Paris  
My husband, patrick, bought me not one but two hats from 
this luxury milliner in paris, not realising the exorbitant 
price. I would have been happy with just the beautiful box.

6. Bones, Animal Skulls and Horns  
I like their shapes and elegant lines, most of them found.

7. Glass Cloches 
 

I love seeing objects encased within them, the  
Victorians housed small taxidermied animals, but I  
prefer containing things like stinky blue cheese, piles of 
plates or precious books. I never have enough books and just 
had to have a few with the covers reversed to blend in with 
everything! I think I’m going to turn all my books cover-
jackets inside out!

8. Wooden Puppet  
I like the imperfection his tiny hands, his huge feet and  
oddly shaped head, a reminder that perfect proportion is  
not always essential when creating art, nor dressing 
imperfect bodies.

9. Hand and gloves 
 

My youngest son kieran made this elegant clay hand and I 
love it. It goes hand-in-glove with white gloves, an essential 
when shooting and styling jewellery shoots but also a 
symbol of another era.

10. Fragrance 
I am obsessed with the way a fragrance sets a scene  
or creates an image. No outfit is complete without it.  
My current favourites are Tom ford’s White patchouli - sexy 
and sophisticated; Jean paul gaultier le Male - fresh and 
summery and kenzo Amour - spicy and exotic. orchids also 
capture this inspiration; their strangely diverse blooms are 
irresistible. I’m currently lusting for a ghost orchid.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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Gordon 
Bakkes
“Hello, my name is Gordon. I like making 
pretty pictures and sometimes you see 
them on the telly, other times on paper 
and often on a wall somewhere.”
Gordon Bakkes is a local creative whose talents include  
animation, design, illustration and visual effects. He is part of a  
creative collective called Enjoy the Company, that specialises in 
television imaging, corporate communication, TV commercials,  
music videos, DVD’s and websites.

Black: Dark Art
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dark Art is the name of gordon’s collection of macabre black 
things: “primarily a product of the 20th Century, dark art is an 
art style defined as that being “dark” or unsettling in nature. 
Some people make a connection between dark art and gothic 
subculture, others simply associate it with the metaphysical, 
the disturbing or the nightmarish. It can be found in all sorts of 
media including advertising, television and film.”

1. Skull

2. Superella Voodoo Doll

3. Girl with Bear and Flowers

4. My Little Pony

5. Black Baby

6. Poodle

7. Bunny

8. Apple

9. Snake

10. Black Heart

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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Theunis 
Stoffberg
 
“Hello. My name is Theunis Stoffberg. 
I grew up on the eastern Highveld 
and I like going there on weekends. 
I like driving there with as little fuel 
as possible to see how far I can go 
with the light on. I’ve done more than 
a 100 kilometers once. I am quite 
adventurous like that.

I am currently doing my articles at 
a law firm and I run http://transvalia.
tumblr.com when I have time.  
Go check! I already have 15 16 
followers! Enough about me, here  
are my Ten Things.”

Blue
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1. Globe 
from a guy on Nelson Mandela drive 

2. Olivetti Lettera 32 Typewriter
Still in working order 

3. Planter 
from liebermann pottery 

4. Model Ship 
from louis botha hospice

5. Delft Plate 

belonging to my mother

6. Tea Cups by Villeroy & Boch

7. Navy Blue Tie

from bounty hunters

8. Braai Chair 

by Jbh design 

9. Ships by Hendrik Willem van Loon

10. 6600 Ford Model Tractor  

from oTk
  

1.

2.

3.

4. 5.

6.

7.

8.

9. 10.
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